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QUESTION 1

You want to share the different campaign options you\\'ve built in the Campaign Planner with your customer. 

What are some of the different ways you can share them? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Send an email that includes the details of the campaigns and links to it. 

B. You can send a link directly from the Campaign Planner for them to see. 

C. You can send them the CSV file of your campaigns through email. 

D. You can\\'t share campaigns in the Campaign Planner. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

There are three different ways you can primarily share your campaigns with the Campaign Planner: 

Send an email that includes the major details of the Plan and links to it. 

Send a shareable link to the Plan. 

Export a CSV of the Versions of your Plan. 

 

QUESTION 2

What can you expect from an MTA Partner Program within Facebook Measurement Partners? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Measure lift in sales using partner-based ROI measurement solutions. 

B. Measure and compare the effectiveness of advertisers\\' marketing channels in terms of contribution to sales,
efficiency, and ROI. 

C. Aggregated reporting across multiple mobile ad networks, powered by Facebook attribution data. 

D. People-based multi-touch attribution reporting across all publishers, including Facebook. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

Here is a list of how Facebook Measurement Partners can help: 

Partner Lift: Facebook\\'s Partner Lift integrations leverage best-in-class vendors to measure lift in sales 

using partner-based ROI measurement solutions. 

MTA Partner Program: Facebook offers an MTA Partner Program that enables multi-touch attribution 

(MTA) partners to provide people-based MTA reporting across all publishers, including Facebook. 
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Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM) Partners: Enable partners to better measure and compare the 

effectiveness of advertisers\\' marketing channels in terms of contribution to sales, efficiency, and ROI. 

Mobile Measurement Partners (MMPs): Work with one of our Mobile Measurement Partners to see 

aggregated reporting across multiple ad networks, powered by Facebook attribution data. 

 

QUESTION 3

You\\'ve spent over $13,400 the seven weeks of running campaigns. You go to your data and realize you are getting
close to 6,000 Lead Events on the main landing page of the product, 450 Add To Cart Events, 192 Initiate Checkout,
and 73 Purchase Events. 

You want to expand the ads to new audiences. 

What strategies should you follow? 

Select the best 2 that apply. 

A. You should build lookalike audiences from all of the website visitors. 

B. You should build lookalike audiences from people who have initiated checkout process and add to cart events. 

C. You should build lookalike audiences from people who have made purchases. 

D. You should build similar audiences based on people who have visited the website to the main landing page of the
product. 

Correct Answer: BD 

You need at least 100 events or users who have made a specific action on your website for you to be able 

to build a similar audience. 

In this case, you still don\\'t have enough events or users who have purchased on your website (72); so you 

are left with two options: 

Build similar audiences based on people who have visited the main landing page of the product. 

Build similar audiences based on people who have made specific actions events on your website: Add To 

Cart and Initiate Checkout as they both have more than 100 registered actions. 

You don\\'t necessarily want to start building an audience from all website visitors as this might be too 

broad. 

You want to build your audiences first based on the bottom of the funnel and then move up. 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your client requests want to run in-stream videos ads as a new strategy for their brand. They would like to run a 45
second video content (1:1 aspect ratio) through Facebook and Audience Network automatically as placement. 

They are concerned that their video is not shown on gambling websites or dating applications. 

What are four recommendations you would suggest to your client? 

A. Switch the video aspect ratio from 1:1 to 16:9 for best delivery. 

B. Shorten the video length to 20 seconds in order to run on both placements. 

C. Shorten the video length to 15 seconds in order to run both placements. 

D. Select reach objective to optimize delivery. 

E. Select video views objective in order to run on both placements. 

F. Make sure video has sound 

Correct Answer: ACEF 

Additional explanation info and readings 

In-stream video ads are: 

Mid-roll on Facebook and pre or mid-roll on Audience Network. 

Automatically sound-on when the viewer is already watching with the sound on. 

5-5 seconds in duration on Facebook and up to 120 seconds in Audience Network. 

Non-skippable, resulting in high completion rates. 

Available for the Video Views, Brand Awareness, Reach, and Post Engagement ad objectives. Available as a separate,
standalone placement or can be delivered along with other placements, like Facebook Feeds and Instant Articles.
Supportive of all targeting options. Facebook in-stream Video length: 5-5 seconds Objective: Video views, reach, brand
awareness or post engagement Aspect ratio: Vertical (up to 9:16), Square (1:1), landscape (16:9) Audience Network in-
stream Video length: 5?20 seconds when automatic placements is selected, 5-30 seconds when selecting in-stream
placements on their own Objectives when using automatic placements: Video views, reach, brand awareness, post
engagement, conversions, traffic, app installs, catalog sales when using automatic placements Objective when using on
its own or with Facebook in-stream video: Video views Aspect ratio: Square (1:1) or landscape (16:9). Note : landscape
is recommended for best delivery Facebook and Audience Network in-stream together Video length: 5-5 seconds
Objective: Video views 

Aspect ratio: Square (1:1) or landscape (16:9). Note : landscape is recommended for best delivery If you choose to use
automatic placements, you can choose any of the following objectives: Video views Reach Brand awareness Post
engagement Brand Safety 

Advertisers can block the following categories: Dating Debated social issues Gambling Mature Tragedy and conflict Key
takeaways In-stream videos can help you boost your brand with longer video views. New campaigns using Automatic
Placements with the Video views, Brand awareness, Reach, or Engagement (Post) objectives will include in-stream. To
add in-stream videos to existing campaigns, use "Edit Placements" and ensure the in-stream video boxes are checked
(under Facebook and Audience Network). Advertisers have the option to select in-stream video as a standalone
placement for Feed or for Audience Network, or they can optimize across all available placements. Pre-campaign
transparency, category blocking, block lists, and placement controls can all help advertisers ensure brand safety. In ads
reporting, advertisers can see performance for video ads delivering in-stream separately from other placements. 
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QUESTION 5

An ecommerce site wants to increase conversion along their sales funnel. They\\'ve implemented several pixel events
that are working properly; however, they are concerned that conversion costs are high and there is audience overlap. 

They\\'ve verified with the Facebook pixel helper and events are working properly. 

They have the following events on their site: ContentView, AddToCart, InitiateCheckout and Purchase 

Two core audiences have campaigns running for traffic objective 

All pixel events have remarketing campaigns 

What changes and suggestions to your audiences can you make in order to reduce audience overlap? 

Select three that apply. 

A. Your InitiateCheckout audience should exclude the core audiences. 

B. The ad set running the purchase event should exclude all purchase events from last 30 days. 

C. The ad set running the AddToCart event should include all InitiateCheckout and Purchase events from last 60 days. 

D. The ad set running the Purchase event should include InitiateCheckout and AddToCart events from previous 60
days. 

E. You should use Audience Overlap to make sure there is no overlap between the two saved/core audiences you are
using. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You own a business with multiple franchise locations. You want to open a Fan Page for all of your franchise locations,
but still hold control of your branding and content. How should you set up your Fan Page with multiple franchise
locations? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Open a new Fan Page for each location. 

B. Open a Global Fan Page. 

C. You are not able to set up franchise locations on Facebook. 

D. Open one Fan Page with multiple locations. 

Correct Answer: D 

With Facebook Locations, you can connect and manage all of your franchise locations on Facebook. This structure is
often referred to as the parent-child relationship, where your main brand page is the parent, and individual locations are
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the children. 

 

QUESTION 7

You are running dynamic ads for an e-commerce site and have installed the Facebook Pixel; however, you 

are getting a warning that the pixel is not pairing with your client\\'s Product Catalog. 

What can you do to fix this issue? 

Select three that apply. 

A. Go to your Business Manager and associated your pixel with the Product Catalog. 

B. Install the Facebook pixel helper and make sure your pixel is detected 

C. Go to the Product Catalog Preference API and troubleshoot your pixel 

D. Create a new Facebook pixel and install the new pixel on your site 

E. You need to run dynamic ads for the pixel to detect your Product Catalog 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

You want to give an agency access to your Business Manager. How should you add your partner? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. You should add them as administrators of your Business Manager in order to manage your digital assets. 

B. You should add them as employees under the Business Manager and then provide them editor access to all of your
digital assets. 

C. You should include them as Partners so that they can administer your accounts but not have the ability to alter any
assets or change anything about the business. 

D. You should look for the agency\\'s employees\\' Facebook personal profiles and add them to your Facebook
accounts. 

Correct Answer: D 

When you are working with an agency, you want to grant them access to the Partner tab within your Business Manager
Settings. 
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This will allow them to administer all of your digital assets without having ownership of your accounts. 

 

QUESTION 9

Your client wants to improve the results of your ads, so they suggest to increase the bidding. 

You explain to them that multiple factors affect results; bidding is only one of them. 

What are the other factors that affect your ad results? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Advertiser bid 

B. Estimated Action Rates 

C. Relevance 
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D. Frequency 

E. Ad Quality 

F. Quality Ranking 

G. Conversion Rate Ranking 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

The four main factors that affect your ad in an auction are the following: 

Advertiser Bid: How much you value the results you are trying to obtain. 

Estimated Action Rates: How likely Facebook thinks a given person will take action on your ads. 

Estimated action rates are based on the person you\\'re reaching historical data and your ad\\'s historical data 

performance. 

Ad quality: Basically this comes down to your images or creative. The better the ad image, video or design, 

the more appealing it will be to your target audience; thus, increasing the ad quality. 

Relevance: If ads are getting negative feedback or are not getting actions, your relevance will be much 

lower. 

Ad relevance diagnostics aren\\'t inputs into the ad auction: 

Quality Ranking How your ad\\'s perceived quality compared to ads competing for the same audience. : 

Engagement Rate Ranking How your ad\\'s expected engagement rate compared to ads competing for the : 

same audience. 

Conversion Rate Ranking How your ad\\'s expected conversion rate compared to ads with the same : 

optimization goal competing for the same audience. 

Facebook uses user value , not any of the ad relevance diagnostics in calculating Total Value. Just keep in 

mind that the Relevance Diagnostics is an output of all of the metrics above; NOT an input. 

Frequency is only a metric as a result of your ads and relationship between reach and impressions. 

 

QUESTION 10

You\\'ve recently installed the Facebook Pixel on a new website. You are not sure if the website is detecting your pixel
events correctly. 

What are some tools you can use to troubleshoot your pixel and make sure it\\'s collecting your events properly? 

Select 3 that apply. 
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A. You should install the Facebook Pixel Helper chrome extension to verify your pixel event. 

B. You can test your events in the "Events Manager" under your Business Manager 

C. You should check your campaigns to see if they are showing events. 

D. You can track events and debug your pixel through Facebook\\'s Analytics dashboard 

E. You should install a second pixel and make sure it works properly 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is not a direct response type of ad? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Guaranteed Impressions 

B. Mobile App Engagement 

C. Website Clicks 

D. Video Views 

E. Website Conversions 

Correct Answer: A 

Keep in mind that direct response marketing campaigns are all efforts that require specific actions as the ultimate
objective. If you were to rank all ads from the least to the most direct response, it would rank as following: Brand
Awareness Guaranteed Impressions Reach and Frequency Brand Awareness Direct Response Post Engagement
Video Views Messages Website Clicks Website Conversions Mobile App Installs and Engagement In-Store with Offline
Events Tracking Facebook pixel, SDK, and Offline Conversions 

 

QUESTION 12

You are running conversion ads to an inexpensive $0.99 mobile phone app. 

You\\'ve been running app install ads for some time now, and have been getting 105 downloads of the $0.99 mobile app
every two weeks. 

You talk with your team, and there is a huge discussion on how to properly set up attribution windows, and whether
there is enough data to run conversion ads for the mobile app. 

What recommendations do you give your team? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. There are 105 conversions every two weeks, so this number meets the minimum requirement of conversions by
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Facebook. 

B. You should set up a 1 day after view and 7 days after a click attribution window. 

C. You should set up a 1 day after a click attribution window. 

D. You should set up a 1 day after a view and 1 day after a click attribution window. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Is there enough data? 

Facebook requires you to have at least 50 conversions per week before running conversion ads. In this 

case, you have 105 every two weeks. That comes out to about 52.5 every week. 

So, yes, there is enough data for you to start running conversion ads for App Install. 

What kind of attribution window should you run? 

Keep in mind that you are running conversion ads for App Installs. There are just two options for attribution 

window for this type of ad: 

1 day after a click. 

1 day after a view and 1 day after a click (combined). 

In this case, Facebook recommendation is to track both view and click attribution of 1 day. 

Inexpensive products (especially mobile apps) should have smaller attribution windows. It\\'s difficult to think 

that a person who downloads an app after a week can be attributed to the ad. In other words, the 

download was not influenced by the ads you ran a week before. 

 

QUESTION 13

How are budgets different than account spending limits? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Facebook won\\'t spend more than 25% of your daily budget on a given day 

B. Facebook won\\'t spend more than 7 times your daily budget over a calendar week (Sunday to Saturday) 

C. Facebook won\\'t spend more than 125% of your account limit 

D. Once you\\'ve spent a daily budget, delivery/spending stops for that ad set or campaign 

E. Facebook won\\'t spend more than 25% of your campaign lifetime budget 

Correct Answer: AB 

Budgets are set at the ad set or campaign level and their spend may be paced or accelerated by the delivery system.
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Once you\\'ve spent a lifetime budget, delivery/spending stops for that ad set or campaign. 

Daily budgets are averages and ongoing, but ultimately we won\\'t spend more than 125% of your daily budget on a
given day or more than 7 times your daily budget over a calendar week (Sunday to Saturday). 

 

QUESTION 14

You propose to your client to run campaigns to the newly-built website to have lower conversion costs since the current
customer base is tech-savvy and buys online. 

What kind of ads should you run? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. You should run conversion ads targeted at women only. 

B. You should run traffic ads targeted at the entire customer database. 

C. You should run interaction posts to bring awareness to the new customer base. 

D. You should run traffic ads to the customer base but focused on female users. 

Correct Answer: D 

It\\'s a newly-built website. In other words, you don\\'t have pixel events registered in your account, or the 

customer has not generated enough data to launch conversion ads.You want to start first bringing traffic to 

the website so that you can then launch conversion ads. 

The first task is to run traffic ads to female customers as they are your largest customer base. 

 

QUESTION 15

In which platforms does the Facebook SDK work on? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. iOS 

B. Android 

C. Javascript 

D. PHP 

E. Unity 

F. tvOS 

G. 3rd Party Tools 

Correct Answer: ABCDEFG 
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1.

 iOS: You can integrate iPhones and iPads. 

2.

 Android: All Android phones and tablets. 

3.

 JavaScript: Works well for social plug-ins, API calls, and implementing Facebook login. 

4.

 PHP: You can use Facebook Graph API to use the SDK. 

5.

 Unity: All games developed under this platform work well. 

6.

 3rd Party: Some 3rd party partners have specific SDKs\\'. 

7.

 tvOS: Is Apple TV\\'s SDK to integrate social sharing options. 
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